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Carnegie Porter 
 Beer Collection
 Vintage Collection

Unfiltered, Unpasteurized, Bottle Condi-
tioned
In 1992 CARNEGIE PORTER Class III was 
elected the World’s Best Beer in its class. A 
proof of its fine character.

CARNEGIE PORTER is a Swedish beer clas-
sic. It has been brewed since 1836 and the la-
bel which has undergone no change through the 
years is the oldest registered brand of all cat-
egories of Sweden. It’s a black, top fermented 
Porter of 5.5 % alcohol/volume.

CARNEGIE PORTER is also known as a vin-
tage beer, it will improve by storage for 10 years 
and more. What happens is not a continued fer-
mentation as in some live beers. Rather it is the 
same process as when a wine matures. After a 
year or two the taste will become very smooth 
and balanced. But above all the aroma will be-
come even more rich and complex and in some 
respects similar to an old Madeira wine. The 
maturation will continue for many years and a 
10 year old CARNRGIE PORTER is a taste sen-
sation which is at the same time extremely rich 
and extremely light.

The name CARNEGIE originates from Da-
vid Carnegie Jr., third generation of a Scottish 
family , who chose to work as merchants in the 
Swedish harbor city of Gothenburg as an alter-
native to get their hands chopped off by Queen 
Mary Stuart in connection with royal feuds. His 
Porter brewery was the first industrial brewery 
in Sweden.

Product Details
Style Porter

Alc./Vol. 5.5%
Plato 153
EBC 280
IBU 45

Tasting Notes
Appearance: Black with a small caramel 

colored head.
Aroma: Caramel, dark rye bread, 

dark chocolate fudge.
Flavor: Very rich flavors includ-

ing strong roasted tones of 
chocolate character and lots 
of hop bitterness which both 
are balanced and softened 
by a degree of sweetness. 
There is a complex blend 
of fermentation aromas 
combined with a heavy but 
smooth body.

Finish: Slightly bitter with a mild 
dry finish. 

Suggested Food Pairings:

Barbecue Cuisine -
Cheese (Camembert, Fontina)  -
Smoked Meat

Available Formats:

24 * 8.4 oz bottles (Vintage 1997) -
15 * 16.9 oz bottles (Carnegie Porter) -
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Brewery Description:
The brewery was initially started in the early 1800s by Scottish merchant named David Carnegie. 
The brewery later merged with the Pripps brewery, which went on to  become the largest brewery 
in Sweden.
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